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The product recommendations used in this brochure are intended only as a 

guide. While we make every effort to accurately represent the suitability of 

our products for a variety of uses, every situation may be unique and require 

additional investigation when necessary. Thintanks holds the right to change 

equipment and product accessories in line with ongoing developments and 

product supply.

Due to the variable shrinkage rate of polyethylene, the product dimensions 

and capacities listed here are approximate. Naturally occurring pigment 

variations in raw materials may also cause some variability in colour 

shades. While we are trying to come as close to the advertised shades as 

possible, we are unable to guarantee exact tank colour matches. Due to 

ongoing improvement and innovation, product details, design and 

specifications are subject to change without notice.

500L

Product SuitabilityProduct Specifications

12 colours to choose: 

Actual colours may vary. We try extremely hard to ensure our photos are as life-like as
possible, but please understand the actual colour may vary slightly from your monitor.
We cannot guarantee that the colour you see accurately portrays the true colour of the
product.

The 500 Litre Thintank is 1200mm in height. It is the smallest and most versatile water tank amongst the 

Thintanks range. With its compact size and appearance, it is great for under window sills and can be 

joined together to increase capacity.

DISCLAIMER

We create rainwater tanks that fit anywhere.
Designed for easy installation & space saving, ThinTanks™ Slimline Rainwater Tanks are the thinnest available water tank for any capacity. 
On the forefront of ground-breaking technology, the Adelaide-made ThinTanks™ range of rainwater storage tanks has been developed for 
space- saving water conservation across both residential and commercial applications.

Length 1200mm x Height 1200mm x Width 400mm x 42.5kg 

Fittings (Inclusion)
1 x 200mm Inlet Strainer

1 x 90mm Overflow fitting

2 x 25mm Brass Outlet

1 x 25mm Ball Valve

Brackets
BS501 - Floor bracket

BSD501 - Joiner Bracket
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Overflow 
90mm  

(Left or Right)

500L Thintank

Inlet Screen
200mm
(Left)

Brass Outlet
2 x 25mm (1") Pre moulded at 
the bottom of each end.
Note: Drill out which end is 
required. (Thread-25mmBSP

1200mm 400mm 1200mm 500 Litre 42.5kg
Length
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Thinpots New -Series2
ThinPots are specially designed to hang on the front of your ThinTank to create 
a unique Vertical Garden System.
The ThinPots clip directly onto an irrigation pipe, which allows each pot to be 
watered direct from the tank, and each ThinPot features handy drainage holes. 
The options are endless when it comes to turning your tank into a garden! 

The 500L Thintank can hold 12 Thinpots and can create a perfect minimalistic 
vertical garden that you will enjoy.

1 row   x 4 Thinpots

2 rows x 8 Thinpots

3 rows x 12 Thinpots

Vertical Garden - Thinpots S2 

4 colours to choose: 

Slate Grey Monument Merino Surf Mist 
DISCLAIMER

Actual colours may vary. We try extremely hard to ensure our photos are as life-like as possible, but
please understand the actual colour may vary slightly from your monitor. We cannot guarantee that
the colour you see accurately portrays the true colour of the product.
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